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What makes a display “great”? It must “work”!

Ellen Cheever brings a dynamic combination of creativity, design excellence 
and best business practices to her exhibit and showroom display clients.   
! Her belief is that displays are not simply about beautiful room settings-they are about 

presenting  a compelling reason to do business with the firm. The goal of each display 
space is to support the sales process matched to the company’s business plan. Always 
in a welcoming space featuring wonderfully creative and lifestyle focused problem 
solving ideas. 

! Enjoy the following photo gallery of editorial sets, trade show exhibit spaces and retail 
showroom displays. Each space is detailed with a description of the merchandizing and 
marketing goals for each  consultancy. An overview of the design solution follows, with a 
comment on the business success of the project. 
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 Corporate Exhibit and Design Displays

! Kohler Design Center, Kohler Wi. 1992 
! Winterthur Museum Historic Display, Wilmington, DE 1997 
! KBIS Sub Zero Displays 1995-1999 
! KBIS Viking Display 2001 
! KBIS Dupont Surfacing Displays 1995-2015 
! KBIS Jenn-Air Concept Kitchen Display  2010 
! KBIS Metrie Vignette Display 2016 
! World of Whirlpool Corporate Training Center 2012
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The Kohler Design Center Display – Kohler WI.

The Goal:  "
To create a warm, friendly kitchen display in a "
very small space showcasing a vibrant colored "
kitchen sink and Ann Sacks Tile. 
The Solution:  "
A kitchen display highlighted the sink in a special counter 
top with inset tile edging which echoed colors in the other 
surfaces. The area was  placed against an entire wall of 
Ann Sacks tile with a custom painted tile mural creating 
“The Gardeners kitchen” 
The Result:  "
Everyone loved it for a long time. This display was  part of 
the Kohler Design Center from 1992-2018.
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The Winterthur Museum Displays – Wilmington, DE
The Goal:  "
To enhance the cabinet manufacturer’s reputation as "
a design leader by developing highly detailed displays "
with architectural elements inspired by the Winterthur "
Museum’s collection of American architecture.   
The Solution:   
Displays featured unique, one-of-a-kind woodworking 
elements celebrating the Winterthur collection and 
demonstrating the manufacturer’s craftsmanship. 
The Result:  "
This concept of a “museum-inspired cabinet collection” 
lead to a successful and profitable product launch. 
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Mahogany sideboard with hand-carved clam shell detail
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Dunlap Room custom-designed cabinetry detail
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Blue Staffordshire Room custom cabinetry finishes 9



The Sub-Zero KBIS Exhibit

The Goal:  
Create an American 
Contemporary setting to highlight 
new Sub Zero appliance 
innovations to replace rows of 
appliances in an exhibit space. 
The Solution:  
Using mixed materials and exotic 
veneers in the cabinetry design 
to showcase the new integrated 
appliances 
The Result:  
A booth popular with the design 
attendees at the KBIS show
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Another Sub-Zero KBIS Exhibit
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The Viking Range KBIS Exhibit

The Goal:  "
To create three displays demonstrating appliance "
and cabinet innovations that could be interchanged "
in three identical locations in the Viking booth in a "
display easily set up and taken down by individuals "
not familiar with fine woodworking installation. 
The Solution:  "
Each small display was “disconnected” and "
each setting had similarly sized elements so they "
could be easily assembled on-site and "
interchangeable. 
The Result:  "
A successful product launch for new appliances in 
realistic cabinet settings. 
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The DuPont™ KBIS Surfaces Exhibit

The Goal:  "
To launch a large collection of new products in "
realistic kitchen & bath settings that demonstrated "
the unique customization possible with solid "
surfacing materials 
The Solution:  "
The presentation included  kitchens and bathrooms  
which blended existing and new DuPont™ "
products with stone and tile surfaces. The kitchens 
were so popular, several designers have asked for 
detailed specifications.  The sink design center 
reinforced the “possibilities” of solid surfacing material 
because of its custom fabrication capabilities. 
The Result:  "
DuPont™ management feels this was one of it’s most 
successful shows.
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Exhibit Floor Plan  1,500 SF.
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Jenn-Air  KBIS Concept Kitchen Design
! The Goal:  "

To create a Jenn-Air kitchen exhibit that presented an  
       American version of Contemporary design, as well as 
       a kitchen that combined smart functionality with design 
       details suitable for users of various ages and abilities. 
! The Solution:  "

Created a space where the kitchen takes “center stage”, with 
a scullery with kitchen/separate butler's pantry directly behind 
the primary work space. The overall space demonstrates the 
concept of a “Great Room” that can function for a small, 
intimate family gathering or large weekend gourmet 
celebrations. 

! The Result:!
The kitchen was well received at the 2010 K/BIS, and resulted 
in the creation of an approved continuing education training 
program for architects, interior designers & kitchen specialists.
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The Metrie - The Art of Form - KBIS Exhibit
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The Goal: 
Create a small vignette of an Arts & Crafts 
ktichen setting to support a new decorative 
moulding product launch. 
The Solution: 
Create a mini cooking center with artisan 
reproduction tiles, historically accurate 
colors and cabinet details to support the 
moulding program. 
The Result: 
A small-but well received stylized 
presentation of how to use the moulding 
products to support a designer’s vision of a 
space.
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The World of Whirlpool Training Center

The Goal:  "
To create a very Contemporary presentation of"
Whirlpool kitchen products in a corporate training"
facility in Chicago, Illinois.  The kitchen displays were"
to be separated by brand and planned to meet "
residential design standards while being showcased "
in a sophisticated environment. 
The Solution:  "
The overall kitchen displays make no pretense at "
representing actual rooms a client might desire.  Rather, the setting for each brand "
represents different style categories.  The overall displays were carefully designed to "
facilitate emersion cooking training classes. 
The Result:!
The overall space has proven to be an excellent example of Whirlpool’s market position, "
as well as a center that clearly differentiates  the company’s brands.
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Jenn-Air Kitchen 2&3
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Jenn-Air Kitchen 2&3
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Showroom Designs Across America: My favorites

! Hafele America: (New York, California, Illinois). New York City    
! Morris Black Designs: Pennsylvania. 1664 Sq. Feet   
! Wallington Plumbing & Heating: New Jersey. 2520 Sq. Feet 
! Birdsall: New Jersey. 4190 Sq. Feet 
! Tague Design Showroom: Pennsylvania. 7000 Sq. Feet 
! Doc. Savage: New Mexico. 7216 Sq. Feet
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Hafele America Showroom - New York City

! The Goal:  "
To create several Transitional kitchen settings "
highlighting Hafele products which blended with the "
very Contemporary architectural envelop of "
the showroom space.   

! The Solution:  "
Avant-garde cabinet materials and surfacing "
products combined with tailored style door designs "
in the displays to offer designer’s planning ideas, "
as well as product innovations. Transitional design "
elements used to separate the displays and wrap "
one display around corner area.  

! The Result:  
      Successful Selling environment for Hafele. 
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The Morris Black Designs Showroom

The Goal:  "
To create a showroom space that would serve both "
suburban Philadelphia Mainline clients, and city  
Society Hill loft homeowners. To stay within the  
budget, the display space incorporated new displays  
and refurbishing existing ones. To demonstrate their  
competency in a variety of styles, from downtown  
Contemporary to sophisticated Traditional elegance. 
The Solution:  "
A Merchandizing space that has a “show stopping” front kitchen that assures the client they 
are visiting a business that specializes in design detailing, then leads them to room settings  
demonstrating the firm’s ability to work in other rooms, to create designs within "
a variety of budget parameters and to be able to work in a variety of themes. 
 The Result:!
The showroom resulted in the company successfully expanding into this “main line” market.
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The Front Window Kitchen
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A Vanity Wall
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An Urban Loft Setting
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Veneer Work
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Wallington Plumbing Supply Showroom
The Goal:  "
To create a showroom that was both a Kohler 
Registered space, as well as a featuring real room 
settings. This was the first showroom for a multi-branch 
plumbing wholesale distributor. The owners wanted a 
space that would extend their current customer-based 
sales and attract new business. They did not want to 
present “over-the-top” spaces. 
The Solution:  "
Design a space divided by a “center hall”, so that a 
new visitor coming in would enter into a clear and 
defined space between the Kohler design section and 
the general design.   Full vignettes were combined with 
individual product presentations.  The showroom is 
also designed to be an extension of the traditional 
counter immediately adjacent to it. 
The Result: The company successfully expand their 
client base, and expand sales with existing clients.
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W.A. Birdsall & Co. Showroom
The Goal:  "
To create a stand-alone boutique bathroom 
showroom space focused on luxury products and 
one-of-a-kind solutions for a traditional plumbing 
wholesale firm. The space also needed to be "
fluid enough to host meetings or social gatherings. 
The Solution:  "
Created a dramatic entrance at the front door 
surrounded by beautiful complete bathrooms.  
Individual products are displayed in the balance of 
the showroom and, in many cases, are on moveable 
platforms so the space can serve as a gathering area 
as  well as product showcase. 
The Result:!
The owners successfully expanded their market 
presence and client base. "
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Tague Design Showroom
The Goal:  "
To create a free-standing showroom for a 100 year- "
old Philadelphia, PA family owned lumberyard, "
showcasing their expansion into the kitchen and bath "
field.  This new product showroom space needed to "
blend seamlessly into the extended displays high- "
lighting the decorative hardware, millwork, doors and"
windows offered by the business. 
The Solution:  "
The kitchen section of the space is an “island” "
centered in the overall square footage. The displays "
feature doors and windows styled to blend with the aesthetics of the kitchen displays. "
While a continuous floor finish runs throughout the space, specific ceiling treatments create "
a sense of real living spaces. 

The Result:!
The showroom has had a dramatic impact on the company’s business profits, and was a "
2010 1st Place Winner in the Retail Commercial Space category of the IDA (International"
Design Awards) Competition sponsored by the Pennsylvania East Chapter of ASID.
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Doc Savage Supply Showroom
The Goal:  "
To create a showroom, attached to a major plumbing"
wholesale business, that reflected the Southwestern "
aesthetic of the community.  Present both the Kohler Registered"
Showroom products and the wide variety of other products"
presented by the plumbing wholesale firm. Live displays "
demonstrating water experiences were part of the plan. 
The Solution:  "
Create a showroom space in an angled design so that as the "
visitor first enters the space there is a clear distinction between the Kohler space and "
the balance of the area.  The overall materials are rustic in nature – yet sophisticated. "
The showroom is a series of stacked displays, starting with the Kohler products followed "
by categories: showers are together, vessel sinks are together, etc.  Two dramatic full "
bathrooms are at either end of the front showroom.  The functioning bathrooms are also "
showroom spaces. 
The Result:!
The showroom has assisted the company in expanding their business into the design "
community, as well as helped them increase sales with existing clients.
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Thank You for visiting….. 
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